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Abstract. This paper introduces and explores the new concept of Time-Specific Encryption (TSE). In
(Plain) TSE, a Time Server broadcasts a key at the beginning of each time unit, a Time Instant Key
(TIK). The sender of a message can specify any time interval during the encryption process; the receiver can
decrypt to recover the message only if it has a TIK that corresponds to a time in that interval. We extend
Plain TSE to the public-key and identity-based settings, where receivers are additionally equipped with
private keys and either public keys or identities, and where decryption now requires the use of the private
key as well as an appropriate TIK. We introduce security models for the plain, public-key and identitybased settings. We also provide constructions for schemes in the different settings, showing how to obtain
Plain TSE using identity-based techniques, how to combine Plain TSE with public-key and identity-based
encryption schemes, and how to build schemes that are chosen-ciphertext secure from schemes that are
chosen-plaintext secure. Finally, we suggest applications for our new primitive, and discuss its relationships
with existing primitives, such as Timed-Release Encryption and Broadcast Encryption.
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Introduction

Time has always played an important role in communication. Information can become useless after a
certain point, sensitive data may not be released before a particular time, or we may wish to enable
access to information for only a limited period of time. In this context, being able to specify during
what time interval a ciphertext can be decrypted by a receiver is a useful and interesting property. In
this paper, we introduce and develop a new cryptographic primitive called Time-Specific Encryption
(TSE) which addresses this problem.
More specifically, we consider a setting in which we have a (semi-)trusted Time Server (T S). T S
broadcasts a Time Instant Key (TIK) kt at each time unit or “tick” of its clock, t, where 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1.
This TIK is available to all users, and we implicitly assume that it contains a description of t. A sender
can specify any interval [t0 , t1 ], where t0 ≤ t1 , when encrypting a plaintext m to form a ciphertext c.
In Plain TSE, we wish to achieve the property that c can only be decrypted by a receiver to recover
m if the receiver is in possession of a TIK kt for some t with t ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. Notice that we cannot enforce
the property that the receiver can only decrypt during the decryption time interval (DTI) [t0 , t1 ], since
a receiver can always obtain an appropriate TIK and then use it at any time later on. Achieving this
stronger notion could be done using trusted hardware, for example. Yet, as we discuss below, TSE has
several intriguing applications exploiting its defining property that a receiver must obtain a suitable
TIK before being able to decrypt.
We extend Plain TSE to the public-key and identity-based settings, where receivers are additionally
equipped with private keys and either public keys or identities, and where decryption now requires the
use of the relevant private key as well as an appropriate TIK. This provides protection against a curious
Time Server, as well as ensuring that a ciphertext is decryptable only by a specified party. We introduce
security models for the plain, public-key and identity-based settings, considering both chosen-plaintext
and chosen-ciphertext adversaries.
We also provide constructions for schemes in the different settings. Firstly, we build Plain TSE
schemes by adapting ideas of [25,27] which themselves employ identity-based and tree techniques.
Secondly, we show how to combine Plain TSE with public-key and identity-based encryption schemes
to obtain chosen-plaintext secure TSE schemes in the public-key and identity-based settings. Thirdly,
we show how to adapt the CHK transform [8] to the TSE setting, obtaining a generic construction for a
chosen-ciphertext secure TSE scheme in the public-key setting from a chosen-plaintext secure, identitybased TSE scheme. Our focus is on providing generic constructions that are secure in the standard
model. Naturally, more efficient constructions and concrete schemes can be obtained by working in the
Random Oracle Model (ROM), and we sketch such constructions where appropriate. In our closing
section, we discuss possible extensions of our ideas and areas for future work.
1.1

Applications of TSE

TSE generalises Timed-Release Encryption (TRE), a concept first introduced in [23]. In TRE, a user
can only decrypt after a specified release time. Existing approaches [9,10,20,15,12] to achieving TRE
also make use of a trusted Time Server broadcasting time-specific keys, but suffer from the limitation
that some back-up mechanism must be provided in case the receiver misses a key broadcast by the
server. In this sense, TRE represents the special case of TSE in which the sender can specify only
intervals of the form [t, t]. Typically in the literature, it is assumed that the Time Server (or some other
agency) will make old keys available on a public server. Clearly this may be inconvenient and would
require additional infrastructure on top of the broadcast capability. TSE provides an elegant solution to
this problem: if the sender specifies an interval of the form [t, T − 1] (where T − 1 is the maximum time
supported by the scheme) then a receiver can decrypt using any TIK kt0 broadcast by the Time Server
at time t0 ≥ t. We note that the use of tree techniques to achieve this capability was sketched in [9,12],
but without any formal security analysis. TSE, then, provides a useful extension of TRE that can be
exploited in any of the many applications that have already been proposed for TRE in the literature,
including electronic auctions, key escrow, on-line gaming, timed release of information such as press
releases, and so on.
However, TSE is more flexible than this in the range of applications that it supports. For example,
the encrypting party may specify an interval of the form [0, t], meaning that a receiver can decrypt the

ciphertext as soon as it is received and a TIK has been obtained, but only up to time t. After this time,
TIKs issued by the time server will not help in decryption. Yet, a user might obtain a useful TIK from
some other user in the system, so this application of TSE only makes sense in situations where users
have a vested interest in not sharing TIKs with one another, such as in situations where users are in
competition with one another. For example, the ciphertext may encrypt a ticket for accessing a service
that is valid up to time t. More generally, TSE can be used to support any application in which a user
benefits from accessing plaintext in a timely manner, and where the utility of a TIK becomes limited
shortly after its broadcast time. We sketch an example of such an application in the domain of entity
authentication next.
Consider a typical time-stamp based network authentication protocol, in which entities A and B
share a symmetric key K and in which A sends B messages of the form MACK (T ||B) where T is the
current time (at A) and MACK denotes a secure MAC algorithm using the key K. Such a protocol
requires roughly synchronised clocks, and B needs to allow a “window of acceptance” for values T in
A’s messages, to cater for any loss of accuracy in synchronisation and network delay. In turn, this means
that B needs to keep a log of recently received messages to prevent replays by an attacker during the
window. How can TSE help? Suppose B generates a nonce N , encrypts it using a TSE scheme with
an interval [t0 , t1 ], where t1 − t0 is equal to the width of a suitable window of acceptance (to cater
for network delay and clock drift between A and B), and broadcasts the resulting ciphertext. Now A’s
ability to send a message of the form MACK (N ||B) to B before time t1 is a proof that A obtained
a TIK kt during the interval [t0 , t1 ] and decrypted to obtain the nonce N . Thus B obtains a proof of
liveness of A within a certain window of acceptance, so authenticating A to B. This basic protocol can
be extended in a number of ways. For example, B’s ciphertexts can be pre-distributed to A, giving
A a set of tokens which she can use to authenticate to B during specified time intervals. We can also
adapt the basic scheme to use pseudo-randomly generated nonces, so saving state at B. We can modify
it to provide key transport, by replacing the MAC with an authenticated encryption primitive and
including a session key in A’s message. We can also add mutual authentication in obvious ways. But
what is notable about the protocol design is that we no longer require synchronised clocks, and we have
a window of acceptance for responses by design. These features arise from the use of TSE.
1.2

Further Related Work

Range queries over encrypted data and related ideas: Shi et al. [25] proposed schemes enabling multidimensional range queries over encrypted data (MRQED). In the one-dimensional version of this primitive, data is associated with a single value and is encrypted with respect to that value, while users
are equipped with keys enabling them to decrypt data whose values are in a given range. In contrast,
in TSE, encryption is performed with respect to a range, while the Time Server makes available keys
specific to a particular time value. Thus, our notion of Plain TSE is precisely equivalent to the notion
of dual MRQED, introduced but not formalised by Shi et al. [25]. We note that [25] gives a construction
which builds a dual MRQED scheme from a normal MRQED scheme, but this seems to involve a doubling of dimension and, therefore, a significant loss of efficiency, a problem from which our constructions
do not suffer. In addition, in our work, we give constructions achieving non-selective security against
chosen-ciphertext attackers, whereas [25] only considers selective security notions and chosen-plaintext
attackers in any detail (and then in the MRQED setting rather than its dual). Moreover, we consider
plain, public-key and identity-based settings, whereas [25] only handles what amounts to the plain
setting. In work related to that of Shi et al., Srivatsa et al. introduced [27] Trust-and-Identity Based
Encryption (TIBE). Replacing “trust” with time in TIBE, and ignoring the identity-based aspects, we
recover a special case of MRQED of dimension 1, but handling only intervals of the form [t, T − 1].
Another related idea is sketched in [4], where it is shown how to transform a hierarchical identity-based
encryption scheme into an encryption system that can send messages into the future. Translated into
the language of this paper, this yields a Plain TSE scheme that can only support intervals of the form
[t, T − 1]. Unfortunately, because of specific details of the construction used, this approach does not
seem capable of being extended to support more general intervals.
ABE and PE: TSE can be seen as arising from a special case of ciphertext-policy Attribute-Based
Encryption (ABE) [19,3], itself a special case of Predicate Encryption (PE) [21], for a class of policies

which express interval membership and attributes which express specific times, and with the Time
Server playing the role of Attribute Authority. We note that most work on ABE and PE to date, with
the exception of [22], is limited to the “selective-attribute” case. In the context of TSE, converting
to a non-selective security model would incur a cost of roughly O( T12 ) in the tightness of the security
reduction. However, our constructions for TSE already achieve fully adaptive security in the standard
model with a tight reduction to the security of the IBE scheme used in the specific instantiation.
Broadcast Encryption: Broadcast Encryption (BE) is a cryptographic primitive designed to address
the issue of broadcasting a message to an arbitrary subset drawn from a universe of users. Although
conceptually opposites (in TSE the keys are broadcast while the message is sent beforehand), it can
be shown that a BE scheme can be used to construct a Plain TSE scheme: assume the users in the BE
scheme can be labeled with elements from [0, T − 1], consider a DTI as the target subset of addressed
users in the BE encryption algorithm, and broadcast the private key for user with label t at time t. The
functionality of the algorithms and the security of the schemes are preserved in this transformation (see
Appendix B). There are however some caveats to this approach. First of all, to meet our TSE security
requirement, we need the BE scheme to be fully collusion resistant. This condition immediately rules
out many of the existing schemes. Furthermore, deploying BE schemes, as they are described generically
in [6] and [18], requires the specification of the target set (in our case, the DTI) as an input to the
decryption algorithm, inherently preventing the resulting Plain TSE scheme from having the DTI
confidentiality property. Finally, the advantages and shortcomings of BE over our approach to the
realisation of Plain TSE, as developed in Section 4.1, can be cast in a framework of trade-offs between
the sizes of public parameters, private keys and ciphertexts, together with computational costs and
strength of security achieved. We give a flavour of the possible trade-offs below.
For the purpose of our discussion, we consider the construction of Plain TSE schemes supporting T
time instants from BE schemes. We focus on schemes that are provably secure in the standard model.
In particular, the BE scheme of Boneh et al. in [6], proved only statically secure, results√ in a Plain
TSE scheme with constant size private keys, public parameters and ciphertexts of size O( T ). In [18]
Gentry and Waters introduce the new notion of semi-static security and provide a BE scheme achieving
this notion which can be used to construct a Plain TSE scheme with constant size private keys and
ciphertexts but public parameters whose size is linear in T . They also give a fully adaptive secure
BE
√
scheme with constant size private keys, but with public parameters and ciphertexts of size O( T ). The
resulting Plain TSE scheme inherits these sizes. On the other hand, our solution results in schemes
which are fully secure, with constant size public parameters, and private keys and ciphertexts of size
O(log T ). This brief comparison illustrates the value of a dedicated approach when realising Plain TSE.
Temporal access control: Significant related work in the symmetric key setting exists in the area of
cryptographically-enabled “temporal access control”, see for example [14] and the references therein.
In this line of work, a key is associated with each time “point”, and a key assignment scheme is used
to ensure that an authorized user is able to derive keys for all the points contained in a designated
interval. Such schemes generally require the publication of rather large amounts of information in order
to achieve the desired functionality, but do allow efficient derivation of keys associated with time points.
In contrast, we use public-key techniques, achieving small public parameters and greater flexibility in
operation, at the cost of increased computation.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout the paper we will consider time as a discrete set of time units, regarding these as integers
between 0 and T − 1, where T represents the number of time units supported by the system. We denote
by [t0 , t1 ], where t0 ≤ t1 , the interval containing all time units from t0 to t1 inclusive. Adversaries A are
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms. Bits b are selected uniformly at random from the set {0, 1}.
We denote by PrA,S [Event] the probability that Event occurs when an adversary A interacts with a
scheme S in a specified security game. By ¬Event we denote the complement of Event. In particular,
we denote by Succ the event that b0 = b in the games played in the following sections. We will use the
standard definitions of and security notions for public-key encryption, identity-based encryption and
signature schemes – see Appendix A for details.

3
3.1

Definitions and Security Notions
Plain TSE

We start by providing the definition and the security models for the basic form of Time-Specific Encryption, namely Plain TSE.
Definition 1. A Plain TSE scheme is defined by four algorithms and has associated message space
MSP = {0, 1}l , ciphertext space CSP and time space T = [0, T − 1]. The parties involved in the
scheme are the Time Server (T S), the sender (S) and a user (U ). The four algorithms are as follows:
Plain.Setup. Run by T S, this algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and T and outputs
the master public key TS-MPK and the master secret key TS-MSK.
Plain.TIK-Ext. Run by T S, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t ∈ T and outputs the
Time Instant Key (TIK) kt . This is broadcast by T S at time t.
Plain.Enc. Run by S, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, a message m ∈ MSP and a Decryption
Time Interval (DTI) [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T and outputs a ciphertext c, broadcast by S to all users.
Plain.Dec. Run by U , this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, a ciphertext c ∈ CSP and a key kt and
outputs either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥.
The correctness property requires that if c = Plain.Enc(TS-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ]) and kt is output by
Plain.TIK-Ext on input t ∈ [t0 , t1 ], then Plain.Dec(TS-MPK, c, kt ) = m, and also that if t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ]
then the decryption algorithm returns ⊥.
We define a model for IND-CPA security of a Plain TSE scheme.
Definition 2. Consider the following game.
Setup. The challenger C runs Plain.Setup(κ,T) to generate master public key TS-MPK and master
secret key TS-MSK and gives TS-MPK to the adversary A.
Phase 1. A can adaptively issue TIK extraction queries to an oracle for any time t ∈ T . The oracle
will respond to each query with kt .
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and a time interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T with the
restriction that t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] for all of the queries t in Phase 1. A passes m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ] to C. C chooses a
random bit b and computes c∗ = Plain.Enc(TS-MPK,mb ,[t0 , t1 ]). c∗ is passed to A.
Phase 2. A continues to make queries to the TIK extraction oracle with the same restriction as in the
Challenge phase.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.
A’s advantage in the above game is defined as AdvA (κ) = Pr[b0 = b] −
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Definition 3. We say that a Plain TSE scheme is IND-CPA secure if all polynomial-time adversaries
have at most negligible advantage in the above game.
We can extend this definition to address IND-CCA security by considering, in addition, a Decrypt
oracle that acts as follows. On input the pair (c, t), where c is a ciphertext and t ∈ T , it passes
t to the TIK extraction oracle, which will respond with kt . The Decrypt oracle will then compute
Plain.Dec(TS-MPK, c, kt ) and return either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥ to the adversary.
The Decrypt oracle can be adaptively issued queries (c, t) in both Phase 1 and Phase 2, but in the
latter phase with the restriction that if c∗ and [t0 , t1 ] are the challenge ciphertext and time interval,
respectively, then the adversary cannot make a decryption query (c, t) where c = c∗ and t ∈ [t0 , t1 ].
This restriction prevents the adversary from winning the game trivially.
3.2

Public-Key TSE

We now define another version of TSE called Public-Key TSE (PK-TSE) in which the sender S encrypts
a message m to a particular receiver R who holds a key-pair (pk, sk). The message m has an associated
decryption time interval [t0 , t1 ] specified by S. R can decrypt if he has his private key sk and a Time
Instant Key (TIK) issued by T S between time t0 and time t1 . We provide a more formal definition of
PK-TSE.

Definition 4. A PK-TSE scheme is defined by five algorithms and has associated message space
MSP = {0, 1}l , ciphertext space CSP and time space T = [0, T − 1]. The parties involved in the
scheme are the Time Server (T S), the sender (S) and the receiver (R). The five algorithms are as
follows:
PK.Setup. Run by T S, this algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and T and outputs the
master public key TS-MPK and the master secret key TS-MSK.
PK.TIK-Ext. Run by T S, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t ∈ T and outputs kt . This
is broadcast by T S at time t.
PK.KeyGen. Run by R, this algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and outputs a key-pair
(pk, sk).
PK.Enc. Run by S, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, a message m ∈ MSP, a time interval
[t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T and a public key pk and outputs a ciphertext c ∈ CSP.
PK.Dec. Run by R, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, a ciphertext c ∈ CSP, a key kt and a private
key sk and outputs either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥.
The correctness property requires that if c = PK.Enc(TS-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ], pk) where (pk, sk) is output by PK.KeyGen and kt is output by PK.TIK-Ext on input t ∈ [t0 , t1 ], then PK.Dec(TS-MPK, c, kt , sk) =
m, and also that if t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] then the decryption algorithm returns ⊥.
To model the security of a PK-TSE scheme, we consider (as in [15]) the following kinds of adversaries:
– A curious T S who holds TS-MSK and wishes to break the confidentiality of the message.
– An intended but curious receiver who wishes to decrypt the message outside of the appropriate
decryption time interval.
We observe that security against an outside adversary (who is not the intended recipient and does not
know TS-MSK) trivially follows from security against either type of adversary considered above.
Remark 1. In Plain TSE there is only one type of adversary, i.e. the curious user, since there is no
specific receiver and T S can trivially decrypt any message.
In defining the security models for PK-TSE we consider a single-user setting. We first define IND-CPA
security against a curious T S.
Definition 5. Consider the following game, which we call GamePK-TS .
Setup. The challenger C runs PK.Setup(κ,T) to generate TS-MPK, TS-MSK, and runs PK.KeyGen(κ)
to get a pair (pk, sk). C gives (TS-MPK, TS-MSK, pk) to the adversary A.
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and a time interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T . A passes
m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ] to C. C chooses a random bit b and computes c∗ = PK.Enc(TS-MPK, mb , [t0 , t1 ], pk). c∗
is passed to A.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.
We can extend this definition to address IND-CCA security by considering, in addition, a Decrypt
oracle that on input the pair (c, t), where c is a ciphertext and t ∈ T , returns either a message m or
failure symbol ⊥ to the adversary. The Decrypt oracle can be adaptively issued queries (c, t) before and
after the challenge phase, but with the obvious restriction that the adversary cannot make queries of
the form (c, t) where c = c∗ and t ∈ [t0 , t1 ] after the challenge phase.
We now address IND-CPA security against a curious receiver.
Definition 6. Consider the following game, which we call GamePK-CR .
Setup. The challenger C runs PK.Setup(κ,T) to generate TS-MPK, TS-MSK, and runs PK.KeyGen(κ)
to get a pair (pk, sk). C gives (TS-MPK, pk, sk) to the adversary A.
Phase 1. A can adaptively issue TIK extraction queries for any time t ∈ T . The challenger will respond
to each query with kt = KP.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t).
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and a time interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T with the
restriction that t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] for all of the queries t in Phase 1. A passes m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ] to C. C chooses a
random bit b and computes c∗ = PK.Enc(TS-MPK, mb , [t0 , t1 ], pk). c∗ is passed to A.
Phase 2. A continues to make TIK extraction queries with the same restriction as in the Challenge
phase.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.

A’s advantage in the above games is defined as AdvA (κ) = Pr[b0 = b] − 21 .
We observe that this chosen-plaintext notion of security is sufficient to capture all realistic attacks
that can be mounted by a curious receiver, so that a chosen-ciphertext notion of security is not required
for curious receivers. Indeed such a receiver would be the only entity in possession of its private key, and
so would be the only entity that could implement a general decryption oracle in practice. We show next
that such an oracle would either allow the receiver to win trivially or would not provide any advantage
over just having access to the TIK extraction oracle in the chosen-plaintext setting. More precisely,
suppose c∗ is the challenge ciphertext and [t0 , t1 ] the challenge interval. To handle decryption queries of
the form (c, t) where c 6= c∗ and t ∈ [t0 , t1 ], the receiver would need to use its private key in combination
with a key kt obtained from T S. But then having such a key kt would also allow the curious receiver
to decrypt c∗ and so win the security game trivially. For any other decryption query (c, t), where now
t∈
/ [t0 , t1 ], the curious receiver would be able to obtain the key kt by making a TIK extraction query,
and then use kt together with its private key sk to decrypt c. So, in this situation, the curious receiver
would gain no advantage from having access to a decryption oracle.
Definition 7. We say that a PK-TSE scheme is IND-CPAT S secure if all polynomial-time adversaries
have at most negligible advantage in GamePK-TS .
Definition 8. We say that a PK-TSE scheme is IND-CPACR secure if all polynomial-time adversaries
have at most negligible advantage in GamePK-CR .
Definition 9. We say that a PK-TSE scheme is IND-CPA secure if it is both is IND-CPAT S and
IND-CPACR secure.
3.3

Identity-Based TSE

We finally consider an ID-based version of TSE, called ID-TSE, in which the sender encrypts a message
m under the identity of a particular receiver. The message m has an associated decryption time interval
[t0 , t1 ] specified by the sender. The receiver can decrypt if he holds the private key associated with his
identity (as issued by a (semi-)trusted authority T A) and a Time Instant Key (TIK) issued by T S
between time t0 and time t1 . We now provide a more formal definition of ID-TSE.
Definition 10. An ID-TSE scheme is defined by six algorithms and has associated message space
MSP = {0, 1}l , ciphertext space CSP, identity space IDSP and time space T = [0, T − 1]. The parties
involved in the scheme are the Time Server (T S), a trusted authority (T A), the sender (S) and the
receiver (R). The six algorithms are as follows:
TS-Setup. Run by T S, this algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and T and outputs the
master public key TS-MPK and the master secret key TS-MSK.
ID-Setup. Run by T A, this algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and outputs the master
public key ID-MPK and the master secret key ID-MSK.
ID.TIK-Ext. Run by T S, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t ∈ T and outputs kt . This
is broadcast by T S at time t.
ID.Key-Ext. Run by T A, this algorithm takes as input ID-MPK, ID-MSK, an id ∈ IDSP and outputs
the private key skid corresponding to id.
ID.Enc. Run by S, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, ID-MPK, a message m ∈ MSP, a time
interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T and an identity id ∈ IDSP and outputs a ciphertext c ∈ CSP.
ID.Dec. Run by R, this algorithm takes as input TS-MPK, ID-MPK, a ciphertext c ∈ CSP, a key kt
and a private key skid and outputs either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥.
The correctness property requires that if c = ID.Enc(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ], id), where skid
is output by ID.Key-Ext on input id, and kt is output by PK.TIK-Ext on input t ∈ [t0 , t1 ], then
ID.Dec(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, c, kt , skid ) = m, and also that if t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] then the decryption algorithm
returns ⊥.
We now model the security of an ID-TSE scheme. Since we are in an ID-based setting we will consider
adversaries that interact with multiple users. We consider the following two types of adversaries:

– A curious T S who holds TS-MSK, and hence can derive TIKs for any time t, and wishes to break
the confidentiality of the message.
– A curious T A who holds ID-MSK, and hence can derive private keys for any identity id, and wishes
to break the confidentiality of the message.
We note that the latter adversary is more powerful than the natural analogue of the curious receiver
in the ID setting.
We first define IND-CPA security against a curious T S.
Definition 11. Consider the following game, which we call GameID-TS .
Setup. The challenger C runs TS-Setup(κ,T) to generate TS-MPK, TS-MSK, and runs ID-Setup(κ)
to generate ID-MPK and ID-MSK. C gives (TS-MPK, TS-MSK, ID-MPK) to the adversary A.
Phase 1. A can adaptively issue queries to a private key extraction oracle to get the private keys
corresponding to identities id of its choice. C will respond with skid =ID.Key-Ext(ID-MPK, ID-MSK, id).
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and a time interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T and id∗ ∈
IDSP with the restriction that id∗ was not queried to the private key extraction oracle in Phase 1. A
passes m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ], id∗ to C. C computes c∗ = ID.Enc(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, mb , [t0 , t1 ], id∗ ) where b is
a random bit. c∗ is passed to A.
Phase 2. A continues to make private key extraction queries with the same restriction as in the
Challenge phase.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.
We can easily modify this game to obtain a selective-id security notion, by requiring that at the
beginning of the game, before the Setup phase, the adversary will output the identity id∗ on which it
wishes to be challenged.
We now define IND-CPA security against a curious T A.
Definition 12. Consider the following game, which we call GameID-TA .
Setup. The challenger C runs TS-Setup(κ,T) to generate TS-MPK, TS-MSK, and runs ID-Setup(κ)
to generate ID-MPK and ID-MSK. C gives (TS-MPK, ID-MPK, ID-MSK) to the adversary A.
Phase 1. A can adaptively issue TIK extraction queries for any time t ∈ T . The challenger will respond
to each query with kt =ID.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t).
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP, a time interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T , with the restriction
that t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] for all of the the queries t made in Phase 1, and an identity id∗ ∈ IDSP. A passes
m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ], id∗ to C. C chooses a random bit b. c∗ = ID.Enc(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, mb , [t0 , t1 ], id∗ ) is
computed and passed to A.
Phase 2. A continues to make TIK extraction queries with the same restriction as in the Challenge
phase.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.
A’s advantage in the above games is defined as AdvA (κ) = Pr[b0 = b] −

1
2

.

Definition 13. We say that an ID-TSE scheme is IND-CPAT S secure if all polynomial-time adversaries have at most negligible advantage in GameID-TS .
Definition 14. We say that an ID-TSE scheme is IND-CPAT A secure if all polynomial-time adversaries have at most negligible advantage in GameID-TA .
Definition 15. We say that an ID-TSE scheme is IND-CPA secure if it is both IND-CPAT S and
IND-CPAT A secure.
IND-CCA security for ID-TSE can be defined by giving the adversary suitably restricted access to
a Decrypt oracle. However, we do not formalise this notion here, since we are mainly interested in using
ID-TSE as a building block to obtain PK-TSE schemes.
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Fig. 1. Example of binary tree of depth d = 3 used in our construction.

4
4.1

Constructions for TSE Schemes
Plain TSE

Our first step towards building TSE schemes is to focus on how to achieve Plain TSE. We have to find
a way to express time so that the Time Server can extract Time Instant Keys (TIKs) and the sender
can specify a decryption time interval. Our approach will make use of a binary tree of depth d, where
we denote with parent(x) and child(x) the standard notions of parent and child of a node x in a tree.
The input T to Plain.Setup, which represents the number of allowed time units, will be of the form
T = 2d . The root node of the tree is labelled with ∅ and the non-root nodes are labelled with binary
strings of lengths between 1 and d, as illustrated for the case d = 3 in Figure 1. Hence each node is
associated with a binary string t0 t1 ...tl−1 of length l ≤ d. In particular we will have that the leaves of
the tree are binary strings of length d labelled from 0...0 (on the left) to 1...1 (on the right). Each leaf
d−1
will represent a time instant t = Σi=0
ti 2d−1−i between 0 and T − 1.
We now define two particular sets of nodes.
d−1
– Path Pt to t. Given a time instant t = Σi=0
ti 2d−1−i we construct the following path Pt in the
tree, where the last node is the leaf corresponding to t:

∅, t0 , t0 t1 , ..., t0 ...td−1 .
– Set S[t0 ,t1 ] covering the interval [t0 , t1 ]. S[t0 ,t1 ] is the minimal set of roots of subtrees that cover
leaves representing time instants in [t0 , t1 ]. We will call this the cover set for [t0 , t1 ]. Such a set is
unique and of size at most 2d. We can compute the labels of the nodes in S[t0 ,t1 ] in a particular
order by running Algorithm 1 on input [t0 , t1 ].
It is easy to see that Pt and S[t0 ,t1 ] intersect in a unique node if and only if t ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. This
property will ensure that the correctness requirement holds for the Plain TSE scheme that we will
construct. The key idea, then, is to view the nodes of the tree as identities and make use of identitybased encryption techniques to instantiate a Plain TSE scheme. Informally, the sender will encrypt
under the nodes in the cover set for the Decryption Time Interval (DTI), and the TIK for time t will be
the set of private keys associated to the nodes on the path Pt to t. More formally, we use an Identitybased Encryption (IBE) scheme I = (Setup, Key-Ext, Enc, Dec) with message space MSP = {0, 1}l to
construct X = (Plain.Setup,Plain.TIK-Ext,Plain.Enc,Plain.Dec), a Plain TSE scheme with the
same message space, in the following way:
– Plain.Setup(κ, T ). Run Setup on input κ to obtain TS-MPK and the master secret key TS-MSK.
We set T = 2d , where d is the depth of the tree used in our construction.
– Plain.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t). Construct Pt to obtain the list of nodes {∅, p1 , ..., pd } on the
path to t. Run Key-Ext algorithm on all nodes p in Pt to obtain a set of private keys Dt = {dp : p ∈ Pt }.
Return Dt (we implicitly assume that t can be recovered from this set because Dt will be broadcast at
the particular time t).

Algorithm 1 Compute S[t0 ,t1 ] .
Let L be the binary expansion of t0 .
Let R be the binary expansion of t1 .
Let S = ∅.
while L < R do
if L ≡ 0 mod 2 then
L = parent(L)
else
S = S ∪ {L}
L = parent(L) + 1
end if
if R ≡ 0 mod 2 then
S = S ∪ {R}
R = parent(R) − 1
else
R = parent(R)
end if
end while
if L = R then
S = S ∪ {L}
end if
return S

– Plain.Enc(TS-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ]). Run Algorithm 1 on input [t0 , t1 ] to compute a list of nodes S[t0 ,t1 ] .
For each s ∈ S[t0 ,t1 ] run Enc(TS-MPK, m, s) to obtain a list of ciphertexts CT [t0 ,t1 ] = {cp : p ∈ S[t0 ,t1 ] }.
Output C = (CT [t0 ,t1 ] , [t0 , t1 ]).
– Plain.Dec(TS-MPK, C, Dt ). Here C = (CT , [t0 , t1 ]) denotes a list of ciphertexts for the scheme I
together with a time interval. If t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] return ⊥. Otherwise run Algorithm 1 to generate an ordered
list of nodes S[t0 ,t1 ] and generate the set Pt ; the intersection of these sets is a unique node p. Obtain the
key dp corresponding to p from Dt . Run Dec(TS-MPK, cp , dp ), where cp ∈ CT is in the same position
in the list CT as p is in S[t0 ,t1 ] , to obtain either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥. Output the result.
For the above construction, the following result holds.
Theorem 1. Let I be an IND-CPA secure IBE scheme. Then the Plain TSE scheme X constructed
from I as above is IND-CPA secure in the sense of Definition 3, and is correct.
Proof sketch: The proof of IND-CPA security works in two steps. In the first step, we show that
for any IND-CPA attacker A with non-negligible advantage against the Plain TSE scheme, there is a
modified IND-CPA adversary B having non-negligible advantage against the IBE scheme. This modified
adversary specifies in its challenge phase a list of d identities, none of which are allowed to be queried
to the ID-based private key extraction oracle at any point in the game, along with a pair of messages
m0 , m1 . In return, B receives from its challenger the encryption of mb under each of the identities in
its list. As usual B’s task is to find b. This reduction is straightforward, relying on the fact that the
restriction t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] imposed on the TIKs kt that the Plain TSE adversary A can obtain from its TIK
extraction oracle means that B can handle A’s queries to its TIK extraction oracle by passing them to its
ID-based private key extraction oracle. In the second step, we use a standard hybrid argument to reduce
the IND-CPA security of the IBE scheme against modified adversaries to its IND-CPA security against
normal adversaries (who specify just one identity in the challenge phase). The proof of correctness is
straightforward, relying on the fact that Pt does not intersect S[t0 ,t1 ] if t ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ].

We provide a small example to illustrate our construction. Consider d = 3 as in Figure 1.
Example: Suppose we wish to decrypt a message that was encrypted using time interval [2, 6]. In
the tree, these endpoints will correspond to nodes with labels 010 and 110, respectively. We compute
S[2,6] = {01, 10, 110}. Suppose we obtain the TIK broadcast by T S at time 4 (corresponding to the leaf
node labelled 100). This means that we obtain a list of private keys for nodes on the path P4 from the
root to 100. In particular, we have the key corresponding to node 10, the unique intersection of P4 and
S[2,6] . Hence, we are able to decrypt. We observe that for any time t outside of the interval [2, 6], there
is no intersection between Pt and S[2,6] .

In general, ciphertexts in the Plain TSE scheme X consist of up to 2d ciphertexts from the IBE
scheme I, while private keys consist of at most d private keys from I. The public parameters of X are
the same size as those of I. The cost of encryption for the scheme X is up to 2d times greater than
its cost for the scheme I, while decryption for X costs the same as for I. This compares well with the
naive solution of encrypting with a single private key to every time instant in the interval, as it allows
for shorter ciphertexts.
A variety of IBE schemes can be used to instantiate the above construction, including Waters’
[28] and Gentry’s [17] schemes in the standard model, and the Boneh-Franklin scheme [5] and the
Sakai-Kasahara scheme (as analysed in [11]) in the ROM. Each of them has various advantages and
disadvantages in terms of efficiency and the sizes of public parameters and ciphertexts. For example, Waters’ scheme has relatively large public parameters, compact ciphertexts, and depends for its
security on the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem, while Gentry’s scheme has small public parameters
and ciphertexts, but its security depends on a non-standard hardness assumption, the q-Truncated
Decisional Augmented Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-TDABDHE) problem.
A potentially more efficient approach would be to use a multi-recipient, single key, ID-based KEM
(MR-SK-IBKEM), as defined in [1], which would allow encapsulation of the same key for multiple
recipients id1 , ..., idn in an efficient and secure manner. Using an approach similar to that in [27],
we can combine an MR-SK-IBKEM with a (symmetric) Data Encapsulation Mechanism (DEM) to
produce an multi-recipient IBE scheme in a standard way [2]; if the underlying KEM and DEM satisfy
appropriate security notions (IND-CPA and FG-CPA security, respectively), then the resulting multirecipient IBE scheme will be IND-CPA secure [2]. This primitive perfectly matches our requirement to
be able to encrypt the same message to all nodes in a cover set simultaneously, and it is easy to see
how to obtain IND-CPA secure Plain TSE from such a primitive. However, current instantiations for
IND-CPA secure MR-SK-IBKEMs are only known in the ROM (see for example [1]). To the best of our
knowledge, it remains an open problem to find efficient instantiations that are secure in the standard
model. We recall that the scheme in [27] actually solves the dual of our problem and can only handle
intervals of the type [t, T − 1].
4.2

IND-CPA Security

We now wish to address the problem of instantiating IND-CPA secure PK-TSE and ID-TSE schemes.
We begin with the PK-TSE case.
Let Π
=
(Gen,E,D) be a public-key encryption (PKE) scheme with message
space {0, 1}l . We will construct a PK-TSE scheme from a Plain TSE scheme X =
(Plain.Setup,Plain.TIK-Ext,Plain.Enc,Plain.Dec) with MSP = {0, 1}l and Π in the following way:
– PK.Setup(κ, T ). Run Plain.Setup on the same input to obtain TS-MPK and the master secret
key TS-MSK.
– PK.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t). Run Plain.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK,TS-MSK,t) to obtain kt ,
broadcast by TS at time t.
– PK.KeyGen(κ). Run Gen(κ), which will output a key-pair (pk, sk).
– PK.Enc(TS-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ], pk). Pick a random r ∈ {0, 1}l and set m0 = m ⊕ r. Then run the
algorithm Plain.Enc(TS-MPK, r, [t0 , t1 ]) to obtain c0 and E(pk, m0 ) to get c1 . The ciphertext will be
(c0 , c1 ).
– PK.Dec(TS-MPK, (c0 , c1 ), kt , sk). Parse c0 and c1 . Run Plain.Dec(TS-MPK, c0 , kt ) which will
output either a message r or a failure symbol ⊥. Run D(sk, c1 ) which will output either a message m0 or
a failure symbol ⊥. If either of the decryption algorithms returns ⊥, then output ⊥; otherwise output
m = r ⊕ m0 .
Lemma 1. Let Π be an IND-CPA secure PKE scheme. Then the PK-TSE scheme, constructed as
above, is IND-CPAT S secure.
Proof. Suppose we have an adversary A against the PK-TSE scheme with advantage (κ). We will
construct an adversary B that will interact with A to break the PKE scheme. The game proceeds as
follows.

Setup. The challenger C runs Gen(κ) to obtain a pair (pk, sk). It gives pk to B. B runs PK.Setup(κ,T)
to generate (TS-MPK, TS-MSK) and gives (TS-MPK, TS-MSK, pk) to the adversary A.
Challenge. A outputs two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and a time interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T . A passes
m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ] to B. B picks a random r ∈ {0, 1}l and passes m0 ⊕ r, m1 ⊕ r to C. C picks a random
bit b and computes c00 = E(pk, mb ⊕ r). B runs Plain.Enc(TS-MPK, r, [t0 , t1 ]) = c0 . Finally, B passes
c∗ = (c0 , c00 ) to A.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b and B outputs the same guess.
B perfectly simulates the IND-CPAT S game for A. Hence A’s advantage is as it would be in the
real game and by construction B wins whenever A does.

We can prove the following result in an analogous way.
Lemma 2. Let X be an IND-CPA secure Plain TSE scheme. Then the PK-TSE scheme, constructed
as above, is IND-CPACR secure. Moreover, if X is correct, then so is the resulting PK-TSE scheme.
Hence, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2. Let X be an IND-CPA secure Plain TSE scheme and Π be an IND-CPA secure PKE
scheme. Then the PK-TSE scheme, constructed as above, is IND-CPA secure. Moreover, if X is correct,
then so is the resulting PK-TSE scheme.
To achieve IND-CPA security in the ID-TSE setting we can adopt an approach similar to the one
used above to build a PK-TSE scheme, where instead of a PKE scheme we employ an IBE scheme
I = (Setup, Key-Ext, Enc, Dec) in the obvious manner. In this setting we obtain an analogous result:
Theorem 3. Let X be an IND-CPA secure Plain TSE scheme and I be an IND-CPA secure IBE
scheme. Then the ID-TSE scheme, constructed analogously to the construction of the PK-TSE scheme
above, is IND-CPA secure. Moreover, if X is correct, then so is the resulting ID-TSE scheme.
In particular, we observe that if I is a selective-id IND-CPA secure IBE scheme, then it can be
shown that the resulting ID-TSE scheme is also secure in the selective sense.
4.3

IND-CCA Security

We will now address the problem of building IND-CCAT S secure PK-TSE schemes, using an approach
similar to that of [8].
Suppose we have a selective-id IND-CPAT S secure ID-TSE scheme I = (TS-Setup, ID-Setup,
ID.TIK-Ext, ID.Key-Ext, ID.Enc, ID.Dec), with MSP = {0, 1}l and IDSP = {0, 1}n . We construct
an IND-CCAT S secure PK-TSE scheme Γ = (PK.Setup, PK.TIK-Ext, PK.KeyGen, PK.Enc, PK.Dec). In
the construction, we use a signature scheme Σ = (G, Sign, Ver), whose generation algorithm G outputs
verification keys of length n. We construct the algorithms of Γ as follows:
– PK.Setup(κ, T ). Run TS-Setup(κ, T ) to get TS-MPK, TS-MSK.
– PK.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t). Run ID.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t) to obtain TIK kt .
– PK.KeyGen(κ). Run ID-Setup(κ) to get (ID-MPK, ID-MSK), a key-pair.
– PK.Enc(TS-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ], ID-MPK). Run G(κ) and obtain (vk, sigk). Compute c =
ID.Enc(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ], vk). Produce σ =Sign(sigk, c). The final ciphertext will be C =
(vk, c, σ).
– PK.Dec(TS-MPK, C, kt , ID-MSK). Parse C as (vk, c, σ). Check if Ver(vk, c, σ) = 1. If not, output
⊥. Otherwise, run ID.Key-Ext(ID-MPK, ID-MSK, vk) to obtain skvk and decrypt c by running ID.Dec
with inputs kt , skvk .
Theorem 4. Let I be a correct, selective-id IND-CPAT S secure ID-TSE scheme and Σ a strongly
unforgeable one-time signature scheme. Then Γ , as constructed above, is an IND-CCAT S secure PKTSE scheme.
We defer the proof of this theorem to Appendix C. It is also easy to see that the following result
holds.

Theorem 5. Let I be a selective-id IND-CPAT A secure ID-TSE scheme and Σ a strongly unforgeable
one-time signature scheme. Then Γ , as constructed above, is an IND-CPACR secure PK-TSE scheme.
We can also use a variant of the more complex Boneh-Katz transform [7] to construct PK-TSE
schemes that are IND-CCA secure in the standard model. The resulting schemes generally have improved efficiency. Details are omitted.
We discuss the problem of obtaining IND-CCA secure ID-TSE schemes in the following section,
where we discuss future work.

5

Extensions and Future Work

Various extensions of our TSE concept are possible. For example, we could consider TSE schemes (in
all three settings) that have the property of hiding the decryption time interval of ciphertexts from
adversaries. Our current constructions do not offer this. We call such a property DTIC (Decryption
Time Interval Confidentiality). We can model the DTIC-IND-CPA/CCA security of a TSE scheme
by allowing the adversary to select two messages and two time intervals in the challenge phase and
requiring him to guess which message was encrypted under which interval. We distinguish between the
plain setting, where the decryption time interval is hidden from all users, making successful decryption
a kind of proof of work (since every user will need to attempt decryption under possibly many keys), and
the public-key and identity-based settings, where the decryption time interval is hidden from everyone
except the intended recipient. It will be interesting to explore these properties in conjunction with
extensions of key-privacy/recipient-anonymity in the public-key and identity-based settings, to obtain
enhanced security properties for TSE.
Another relevant problem is that of constructing TSE schemes allowing the capability of opening
the message outside of the decryption time interval, a useful feature supporting break the glass policies.
This extension has already been considered in the setting of TRE [20,15]. It would also be interesting
to find schemes in which the maximum time value T can be dynamically extended without resetting
the parameters of the Time Server, and schemes in which the granularity of times can be adjusted by
users (such a consideration was made in [27] for TIBE).
Our focus in this paper has been on achieving IND-CCA security of PK-TSE in the standard model.
This leaves the problem of constructing IND-CCA secure ID-TSE schemes, in either the standard model
or the ROM. The former, we believe, should be achievable by introducing hierarchical ID-TSE notions
and further extending the CHK-style transform to this setting. The latter can be achieved by developing
Fujisaki-Okamoto style transforms for the TSE setting. In this paper, we have constructed PK-TSE/IDTSE schemes in the IND-CPA setting by combining Plain TSE schemes and PKE/IBE schemes. We
have then used the CHK technique to obtain CCA security for PK-TSE. It might be worth investigating
an alternative approach in which one first obtains an IND-CCA secure Plain TSE scheme, and then
applies a Dodis-Katz style construction [16] to combine this with IND-CCA secure PKE/IBE schemes.
This may lead to efficiency gains as compared to our CHK-based constructions. It would also be useful
to solve the open problem of constructing MR-SK-IBKEMs that are provably secure in the standard
model, in order to improve the efficiency of our Plain TSE constructions.
Thinking more broadly, one can envisage the development of the wider concept of Time-Specific
Cryptography. This could include, for example, time-specific signatures (where signatures can only be
created within certain time intervals). We believe there is much interesting work still to be done in this
area.
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A

Additional Definitions and Security Models

Definition 16. A Public Key Encryption (PKE) scheme Π is defined by three algorithms and has
associated message space MSP and ciphertext space CSP. The three algorithms are as follows.
Gen. This algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and outputs a key-pair (pk, sk).
E. This algorithm takes as input a public key pk and a message m ∈ MSP and outputs a ciphertext
c.
D. This algorithm takes as input a private key sk and a ciphertext c ∈ CSP and outputs either a
message m or a failure symbol ⊥.
The correctness property requires that if c = E(pk, m) and sk is the private key corresponding to pk
then D(sk, c) = m.
We define a model for IND-CPA security of a PKE scheme.
Definition 17. Consider the following game.
Setup. The challenger C runs Gen(κ) to generate a key-pair (pk, sk) and gives pk to the adversary A.
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and passes them to C. C chooses a random bit
b and computes c∗ = E(pk, mb ). c∗ is passed to A.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.
A’s advantage in the above game is defined as AdvA (κ) = Pr[b0 = b] −

1
2

.

Definition 18. We say that a PKE scheme is IND-CPA secure if all polynomial-time adversaries have
at most negligible advantage in the above game.
Definition 19. An Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) scheme I is defined by four algorithms and has
associated message space MSP, ciphertext space CSP and identity space IDSP. The four algorithms
are as follows.
Setup. This algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and outputs a master public key
ID-MPK and a master secret key ID-MSK.
Key-Ext. This algorithm takes as input ID-MPK, ID-MSK and an id ∈ IDSP and outputs the
private key skid corresponding to id.
Enc. This algorithm takes as input ID-MPK, a message m ∈ MSP and an identity id ∈ IDSP
and outputs a ciphertext c ∈ CSP.
Dec. This algorithm takes as input a private key skid and a ciphertext c ∈ CSP and outputs either
a message m or a failure symbol ⊥.
The correctness property requires that if c = Enc(ID-MPK, m, id) and skid is the private key corresponding to id then D(skid , c) = m.
We define a model for IND-CPA security of an IBE scheme.
Definition 20. Consider the following game.
Setup. The challenger C runs Setup(κ) to generate master public key ID-MPK and master secret key
ID-MSK and gives ID-MPK to the adversary A.
Phase 1. A can adaptively issue private key extraction queries to an oracle for any identity id ∈ IDSP.
The oracle will respond to each query with skid .
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and an id∗ ∈ IDSP with the restriction that
for none of the queries in Phase 1 we have that id = id∗ . A passes m0 , m1 , id∗ to C. C chooses a random
bit b and computes c∗ = Enc(ID-MPK,mb , id∗ ). c∗ is passed to A.
Phase 2. A continues to make queries to the private key extraction oracle with the same restriction
we have in the Challenge phase.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.
A’s advantage in the above game is defined as AdvA (κ) = Pr[b0 = b] −
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Definition 21. We say that an IBE scheme is IND-CPA secure if all polynomial-time adversaries
have at most negligible advantage in the above game.
Definition 22. A signature scheme Σ is defined by three algorithms and has associated message space
MSP and signature space SSP. The three algorithms are as follows.
G. This algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and outputs a signing-verification key
pair (sigk,vk).
Sign. This algorithm takes as input a signing key sigk and a message m ∈ MSP and outputs a
signature σ ∈ SSP.
Ver. This algorithm takes as input a verification key vk, a message m ∈ MSP and a signature
σ ∈ SSP and outputs a bit v ∈ {0, 1}, where v = 1 means acceptance and v = 0 means rejection.
The correctness property requires that for every (sigk, vk) output by G and for every message m ∈
MSP it holds that Ver(vk, m, Sig(sigk, m)) = 1.
We define the notion of strong unforgeability under a one-time message attack (SUF-1CMA) for a
signature scheme Σ as follows.
Definition 23. Consider the following game.
Setup. The challenger C runs G(κ) to generate a signing-verification key pair (sigk,vk) and gives vk to
the adversary A.
Signing Query. A selects a message m ∈ MSP and gives it to C. C computes σ = Sign(sigk, m). σ
is passed to A.
Forgery. A outputs a pair (m∗ , σ ∗ ).
A’s advantage in the above game is defined as AdvA (κ) = Pr[Ver(vk, m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 ∧ (m∗ , σ ∗ ) 6= (m, σ)].
Definition 24. We say that a signature scheme is SUF-1CMA secure if all polynomial-time adversaries
have at most negligible advantage in the above game.

B

Plain TSE from BE

We will show how a Plain TSE scheme can be built from a Broadcast Encryption (BE) scheme in a
straightforward way. We begin by giving a formal definition of a public-key broadcast encryption system
and a security notion for it, similar to the ones given in [18].
Definition 25. A broadcast encryption (BE) scheme is defined by four algorithms and has associated
message space MSP and ciphertext space CSP. The four algorithms are as follows.
BE.Setup. This algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ, the number of users of the system
n and the maximal size l ≤ n of a broadcast target group. It outputs a master public key BE-MPK and
a master secret key BE-MSK.
BE.Key-Gen. This algorithm takes as input BE-MPK, BE-MSK and an index i ∈ {1, ..., n} and outputs
the private key ski for user i.
BE.Enc. This algorithm takes as input BE-MPK, a message m ∈ MSP and a subset S ⊆ {1, ..., n},
the broadcast target set. If |S| ≤ l, it outputs a ciphertext c ∈ CSP.
BE.Dec. This algorithm takes as input BE-MPK, a subset S ⊆ {1, ..., n}, an index i ∈ {1, ..., n}, a
private key ski and a ciphertext c ∈ CSP. It outputs either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥.
The correctness property requires that if c = BE.Enc(BE-MPK, m, S) and ski is the private key for
i ∈ S then BE.Dec(BE-MPK, S, i, ski , c) = m.
Remark 2. We observe that the standard definition of a BE scheme (as per [6,18]) requires the specification of the broadcast target set S as an input to the decryption algorithm.
We now define a model for an adaptively secure BE scheme. This model is slightly different from
those used in [6,18] in that it gives the adversary access to a private key extraction oracle also after the
Challenge phase.

Definition 26. Consider the following game.
Setup. The challenger C runs BE.Setup(κ,n,l) to generate master public key BE-MPK and master
secret key BE-MSK and gives BE-MPK to the adversary A.
Phase 1. A can adaptively issue queries to a private key extraction oracle for any index i ∈ {1, ..., n}.
This oracle will respond by returning ski = BE.Key-Gen(BE-MPK, BE-MSK, i).
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and a challenge set S ∗ ⊆ {1, ..., n}, such that
i ∈
/ S ∗ for all queries i made in Phase 1. A passes m0 , m1 , S ∗ to C. C chooses a random bit b and
computes c∗ = BE.Enc(BE-MPK,mb , S ∗ ). c∗ is passed to A.
Phase 2. A continues to make queries to the private key extraction oracle with the same restriction
as in the Challenge phase.
Guess. The adversary outputs its guess b0 for b.
A’s advantage in the above game is defined as AdvA (κ, n, l) = Pr[b0 = b] −
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Definition 27. We say that a BE scheme is adaptively secure if all polynomial-time adversaries have
at most negligible advantage in the above game.
We now show how to construct a Plain TSE scheme from a BE scheme. We note that by Remark 2
the resulting Plain TSE scheme is inherently prevented from having the DTI confidentiality property.
This is because this interval will need to be specified as an input to the decryption algorithm in the
Plain TSE scheme, a feature that arises from the construction of this algorithm from the corresponding
algorithm of the BE scheme.
Consider a BE scheme B = (BE.Setup, BE.Key-Gen, BE.Enc, BE.Dec) with message space MSP.
We will use B to construct X = (Plain.Setup,Plain.TIK-Ext,Plain.Enc,Plain.Dec), a Plain TSE
scheme with the same message space, in the following way:
– Plain.Setup(κ, T ). Run BE.Setup on input κ, n = T and l = T to obtain outputs BE-MPK,
BE-MSK. Set TS-MPK = BE-MPK and TS-MSK = BE-MSK.
– Plain.TIK-Ext(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, t). Run BE.Key-Gen on the same inputs to obtain the TIK kt for
t.
– Plain.Enc(TS-MPK, m, [t0 , t1 ]). Run BE.Enc(TS-MPK, m, S), where S is set to the interval [t0 , t1 ],
to obtain a ciphertext c. c must contain an explicit description of S.
– Plain.Dec(TS-MPK, c, kt ). Run BE.Dec(TS-MPK, S, t, kt , c) where S is extracted from c and t is
extracted from kt , to obtain either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥.
We observe that in addition to not having the DTI confidentiality property, the Plain-TSE scheme
constructed from a BE scheme as above also implicitly requires the TIK kt to contain a description of
t. For the above construction, the following result holds.
Theorem 6. Let B be a fully collusion resistant, adaptively secure BE scheme. Then the Plain TSE
scheme X constructed from B as above is IND-CPA secure in the sense of Definition 3, and is correct.
Proof. Suppose we have an adversary A against the Plain TSE scheme X with advantage (κ). We will
construct an adversary B that will interact with A to break the BE scheme B used in the construction.
The game proceeds as follows.
Setup. The challenger C runs BE.SetupGen(κ, T, T ) to obtain a pair (BE-MPK, BE-MSK). It gives
BE-MPK to B, who passes it on to A.
Phase 1. A can adaptively issue TIK extraction queries for any time t ∈ T . Such a query is passed on
to B, who gives it to C as private key query for user t. C will respond to each query with the private
key skt , which is passed to B, who then forwards it to A as the TIK for time t.
Challenge. A selects two messages m0 and m1 ∈ MSP and a challenge interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ T , such that
t∈
/ [t0 , t1 ] for any of the queries t in made in Phase 1. A passes m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ] to B, who passes them
to C. C chooses a random bit b and computes c∗ = BE.Enc(BE-MPK,mb , [t0 , t1 ]). c∗ is passed to B, who
in turn passes it to A.
Phase 2. A continues to issue TIK extraction queries with the same restriction as in the Challenge
phase. These queries are dealt with by B as in Phase 1.
Guess. The adversary A outputs its guess b0 for b and B outputs the same guess.

B perfectly simulates the IND-CPA game for A. Hence A’s advantage is as it would be in the real
game and by construction B wins whenever A does.


C

Proof of Theorem 4

We recall the statement of Theorem 4:
Theorem 4. Let I be a correct, selective-id IND-CPAT S secure ID-TSE scheme and Σ a strongly
unforgeable one-time signature scheme. Then Γ , as constructed in section 4.3, is an IND-CCAT S secure
PK-TSE scheme.
Proof. Our proof follows closely the proof of [8], with suitable modifications. Given an IND-CCAT S
adversary A against Γ we construct an adversary B that will interact with A to break the selective-id
IND-CPAT S security of I. Before presenting the game, we note the following important considerations.
We start by saying that a ciphertext C = (vk, c, σ) is valid if Ver(vk, c, σ) = 1. Let C ∗ = (vk ∗ , c∗ , σ ∗ )
denote the challenge ciphertext received by A during the game, and let Forge denote the event that
in this game A submits a valid ciphertext C = (vk ∗ , c, σ) to its decryption oracle. It can be shown
that A can be used to break the underlying one-time signature scheme Σ with probability exactly
PrA,Γ [Forge]. Since Σ is a strongly unforgeable one-time signature (as defined in Appendix A), we can
assume that PrA,Γ [Forge] is negligible in the security parameter κ.
We now describe the simulation.
Init. B runs G(κ) to get (vk ∗ , sigk ∗ ). The string vk ∗ will be the target identity used by B.
Setup. C runs TS-Setup, ID-Setup to get (TS-MPK, TS-MSK, ID-MPK, ID-MSK). It gives B
(TS-MPK, TS-MSK, ID-MPK). B passes the same information to A.
Phase 1. A can issue queries of the form (C, t) to its Decrypt oracle, where C is of the form
(vk, c, σ). B responds as follows:
– if Ver(vk, c, σ)6= 1 then B returns ⊥;
– if Ver(vk, c, σ)= 1 and vk = vk ∗ then B aborts and outputs a random bit (event Forge just
occurred);
– if Ver(vk, c, σ)= 1 and vk 6= vk ∗ then B makes a query vk to its private key extraction oracle to
obtain skvk . B can compute the TIK kt as it obtained TS-MSK from its challenger. B then computes
ID.Dec(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, kt , skvk ) and obtains either a message m or failure symbol ⊥, which is
passed to A.
Challenge. A outputs m0 , m1 and [t0 , t1 ] and passes the tuple (m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ]) to B, who then
sends (m0 , m1 , [t0 , t1 ], vk ∗ ) to C as its challenge query. C picks a random bit b and computes c∗ =
ID.Enc(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, mb , [t0 , t1 ], vk ∗ ). C gives c∗ to B, who computes σ ∗ = Sign(sigk ∗ , c∗ ) and
returns C ∗ = (vk ∗ , c∗ , σ ∗ ) to A.
Phase 2. A can continue issuing queries of the form (C, t), where C = (vk, c, σ), with the restriction
that (C, t) 6= (C ∗ , t0 ), where t0 ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. If Ver(vk, c, σ) 6= 1 then B returns ⊥. Otherwise, B will respond
as described in the following two cases:
– Case 1: C 6= C ∗ .
• if c 6= c∗ and vk = vk ∗ then B aborts and outputs a random bit (event Forge just occurred);
• if c = c∗ and vk = vk ∗ then B aborts and outputs a random bit (event Forge just occurred);
• if c = c∗ and vk 6= vk ∗ then B passes the oracle query vk to its challenger to obtain skvk . B then
computes the TIK kt using TS-MSK. B then computes ID.Dec(TS-MPK, ID-MPK, kt , skvk ) and
obtains either a message m or failure symbol ⊥, which it passes to A.
– Case 2: C = C ∗ and t0 ∈
/ [t0 , t1 ].
In this case, the correctness of the scheme I implies that decryption algorithm ID.Dec applied to
c∗ with key kt and identity vk ∗ should output ⊥, so B returns ⊥.
Guess. A outputs b0 as its guess for b. B outputs the same bit.
We note that B provides a perfect simulation for A as well as a legal strategy for attacking scheme
I, provided that B is not forced to abort (a situation that occurs only when the event Forge occurs).

In particular B never queries its challenger for the private key corresponding to the target identity vk ∗ .
We hence have that B wins if A does, and this can only happen when the event Forge does not occur.
In that case, B is forced to abort and outputs a random bit. We therefore have
| PrB,I [Succ] − 21 | = | PrA,Γ [Succ ∧ ¬Forge] + 12 PrA,Γ [Forge] − 21 |.
We observe that the right-hand side of the above equation is negligible since both PrB,I [Succ] −
PrA,Γ [Forge] are negligible, assuming the security of schemes I and Σ. Finally we have:
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and

| PrA,Γ [Succ] − 21 |
= | PrA,Γ [Succ ∧ Forge] + PrA,Γ [Succ ∧ ¬Forge] − 21 PrA,Γ [Forge] + 12 PrA,Γ [Forge] − 21 |
≤ | PrA,Γ [Succ ∧ Forge] − 12 PrA,Γ [Forge]| + | PrA,Γ [Succ ∧ ¬Forge] + 12 PrA,Γ [Forge] − 12 |
≤ 12 PrA,Γ [Forge] + | PrA,Γ [Succ ∧ ¬Forge] + 21 PrA,Γ [Forge] − 12 |,
where on the right-hand side we have two negligible quantities. We have hence proved that A’s advantage
in winning the IND-CCAT S game is negligible.


